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W hen I was in the second grade, my grandpa told me that if

I were able to shake salt on the tail of a bird I would be able to

catch it, easy as pie, if only I could just get the salt on its tail.

This excited me to no end. It was all I could think about, so I got

a saltshaker and went outside. Even though I hadn’t thought much

about it before this, I decided I wanted a pet bird, and wondered

who had been keeping this valuable information fromme until now.

There was something magical about the idea of capturing the mind

and body of a bird. I imagined going to school with a bird that sat

on my shoulder and ate from my hands. He’d live in my bedroom

perched on a stick just waiting to join me in whatever adventure

we’d have that day. I couldn’t wait to see it up close and to feel the

feathers. I wasn’t sure how the salt on its tail changed a bird’s mind

but I was willing to try my grandpa’s advice.

I spent the day creeping up on every bird in the neighborhood. I

was patient. But soon I learned that most birds weren’t really on the

ground where I was, and so I started climbing trees, stretching out,

waiting, hanging from branches, putting myself at risk. This went on

all day and into the next. I was singly focused, and worked toward

that reward. Soon I realized that getting the salt on the tail of a bird

was impossible for a kid to do. Maybe I was just too young. I

wondered if anyone ever really got so close that they were able to

actually get that salt on a tail. Eventually, I started tossing salt at

birds but that just made them fly away.

After a couple days I asked my grandpa about this and he

explained that a bird isn’t about to let you get close him, and if

he let you get close enough to put the salt on his tail then you were

also close enough to catch the bird. I felt a little ripped off, but at the

same time I now understood. By then his lesson was making sense
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and the two days I spent trying to get salt on a bird’s tail didn’t seem

like a waste to me. I had to let the short-lived dream of having a

trusty bird-mate fade away, but I thought that somehow I was a little

smarter because of it all. In fact I remember telling other kids at the

time what I’d been up to and that it really was a bit of a mental trick,

a play on words, and I became proud of the fact that I understood

the more subtle lesson. They didn’t understand because they hadn’t

spent two days trying to actually do it.

I never regretted the time I spent trying. In fact, I spent a lot of

time in thought, and considerable time thinking of other ways one

might catch a bird. I even designed and set a couple traps when I

figured out how hard it was to get the salt on the tail. I got creative

and for those two days, I believed in the goal enough to work pretty

hard at achieving it.

It’s a funny story to remember at this point in my life, but I do,

along with a hundred other stories where I literally dogged it, trying

to figure a way to reach my goals. My life is filled with these stories

that hold within them precious lessons, advice, and experience.

Some are simple, and some took years to unfold, but the experiences

went into my quiver, and either a skill, attitude, or habit was put

away, to be utilized at some future date. I will share these stories and

their lessons in this book.

I often wonder why it is that as children we will work to death on a

project, but then as we get older we give up so easily. I realize we are

each wired differently, but this pattern is common with so many

people. I can’t answer the question of why some of us will figure

things out and some of us won’t, or why some of us will work until

we get it and some of us won’t, but I can say that those who are

willing to work toward their goals and learn, will eventually get there

and accomplish something above average.

Nearly all of us can think back to the simpler times of our youth

when we were passionate about an idea and worked on it as though

we were going to be successful. What if those youthful passions

had been nourished and exercised from the very first days? How far
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along the paths to their dreams would many people be? What if

you could help revive or redirect your efforts back into some of

the passions and interests that were lost along the way? Or if you

could simplify what needed to be done to get closer to where you

want to be?

How'd You Know?
Often people ask me how I discovered my passion. It didn’t happen

that I was walking along and all of a sudden, wham, a bolt of

lightning came out of the blue. Yet many feel they haven’t been so

lucky as to hear their calling about what to do with their lives. They

express that if they had met their lightning bolt, then maybe they

would have more meaningful lives.

Many people think my passion is music, that I’m nuts about

guitars and that my life was a long road of playing guitars and

becoming an expert on music. Most people who follow that path

become famous guitar players, not famous builders. My passion,

instead, is making things, understanding how stuff is made, and

figuring out how things work.

I’ve broken nearly everything I’ve ever owned at one time or

another, trying to figure out how it works. There was the folding

travel alarm clock that my folks bought me for Christmas that by the

next morning wasn’t working right because I’d disassembled it. I took

it apart and put it back together, and through that I got a great look at

the inside of a clock. Maybe the only lesson I learned was to not take a

new clock apart, because it never really worked right after that. One

might think that was careless and disrespectful, but I disagree. I

learned how disappointed I was to have a clock that worked and then

a clock that didn’t. I also learned to take things apart more carefully

in the future. I managed to make it work well enough.

With experience one can learn how to look at things and find

out how they come apart and go back together. By learning
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how other people make stuff, it will help when one day you’re

learning how to make your own stuff. I’ve experienced as much as

30-year gaps between learning something and applying it. It’s not

always immediate.

I also learned that you can’t let the speaker wires on your stereo

touch each other or they will short out and you might blow the

amplifier. There are some amps that will and some that won’t. The

stereo that I worked all summer to earn the money to buy when I was

in seventh grade was one of those that gets ruined when you touch

those particular wires together. I found that out just a couple days

after buying it while trying to hot-rod some other speakers. I looked

at the inside of it for hours, because I’d fixed some similar things like

it before by looking and thinking and finally seeing something that

was off. But this one needed a pro, so my dad took me to get it fixed.

I learned a lot by breaking that stereo—mainly how to be more

careful in my exploration. This comes in handy when your car acts

up and you have to look and observe carefully to get it going again,

and you simply can’t afford to break it by careless exploration into

the problem. Other people learn different things by breaking

something. They learn to stop taking things apart, or they learn

to hire a professional, and that professional would eventually be me,

or someone like me.

I learned how to take my friend’s bicycle brake apart slower and

more quietly than I tookmine apart, being more observant andmore

deliberate. Like defusing a bomb in a movie, you have to be quiet

and thoughtful and pay attention.

So my story is about how my interest in building things and my

interest in playing guitars merged, and how to this day the two burn

off each other like two logs in a fireplace. It’s about how I took a

talent and an interest and combined them into one, where they both

could be nurtured and where I could gain satisfaction from the work.

And it’s about learning to make a living from doing what seems

impossible, namely, starting at the beginning, with no assets and

working until it grows into something. And there was a lot to figure
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out, not just the guitar, but the machines, the factory, the employees,

the government, the marketing, the sales, the finance, the R&D. I’ll

say right now that it took two of us, my partner Kurt Listug and

myself to tackle all that needed to be learned. Kurt figured out the

marketing, sales, and finance, while I figured out the guitars, the

factory, and the training of people.

Get in Line
My colleague and friend Greg Deering, of Deering Banjos fame, has

been involved with the Boy Scouts of America for most his life.

When organizing his troop for an activity he says, ‘‘Okay, form two

lines. This one on the right is the ‘I can figure this out myself line’

and the one on the left is the ‘I have to have someone show me

everything about it line.’ ’’

The amazing thing is that some actually get into the ‘‘show me

everything about it’’ line. They do that willingly; they make that

decision for themselves, and take the reward that is appropriate for

that effort. We all have interests we want to learn about or put

effort into and other things in which we’re just not interested. When

you’re involved in something you enjoy, and you’re there for a

purpose, how much effort do you put forth? For me, there are

activities that I am willing to dig into, work toward, and learn

about—those are the things I am passionate about.

That willingness to figure out how to do things on my own might

have been why I cut the neck off my first guitar. I had no fear of

trying things on my own. I also knew that I wouldn’t get in trouble

for trying. My friends would have gotten in big trouble, but their

moms and dads didn’t make things like my folks did. My mom

sewed clothes and my dad fixed things around the house, built

furniture, and worked on the car. My folks also didn’t buy me much

stuff, so I had to either learn how to make things or earn some

money to get it on my own.
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There seems to be a lot of formulas for success out there, and

most of them are true and have much merit. But one thing that is

common to just about all the stories is the positive effect that work

and experience has on your success. Now, there are many things

that can thwart the work, and they might not be your fault.

Nevertheless, people who, one way or another, manage to get a lot

of experience in an area of interest usually get good at it.
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